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Overview
Creating a 3D avatar that looks like a specific person is timeconsuming, requires expert
artists, expensive equipment and a complex pipeline. In this tutorial we explain the
different stages of a traditional character animation pipeline: modeling, rigging and
animation. But, most important we describe how each of this stages bind together and
which are the challenges developers face today at each stage. Our ultimate goal is to
explain stepbystep the creation of a unified facial animation pipeline. We build the
tutorial over our experience on what worked, what didn’t work, why we did what we did
and how we are planning to improve in the future. Given the popularity of Virtual Reality
since the launching of Oculus Rift, we also describe how a traditional animation pipeline
can be applied in Virtual Reality, it’s challenges, limitations and potential. Throughout
the tutorial we introduce the theoretical background for character animation and present
the current state of the art in this field. Last, we aim to trigger a discussion to analyse
different lines of research that emerge by bringing together traditional character
animation and Virtual Reality.
Main take away for the audience
Learn the process of character animation and how to build your own animation pipeline
using different softwares, plugins, engines, algorithms and more.
Potential target audience

(Level: beginner)
Researchers and developers on the field of computer graphics, computer vision and
human computer interaction are the main target audience. This tutorial is an introduction
to character animation applied to virtual reality. Math and programming knowledge are
beneficial, but not mandatory. Starting PhD students will found this tutorial extremely
useful as it will help them set the basis and have a full overview to create 3D characters.
Dissemination of Materials
We will set up a tutorial web page with the material presented at the conference. The
web page will be available after the conference.

Outline
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Introduction and history of character animation
Artistic and technical challenges
Traditional animation pipeline: modeling, rigging and animation
The design of a new and experimental animation pipeline
The lookalike avatar pipeline description
3D characters for virtual reality.
How we build the application “the Virtual Mirror“
Discussion and conclusion: an industry perspective

Sections 1 through 4 are based on the vast experience of Veronica Orvalho and John
P. Lewis. We will based the tutorial on current state of the art reference, but in particular
in the articles published by Verónica Orvalho and John P. Lewis.
http://www.portointeractivecenter.org/site/?page_id=519
http://www.scribblethink.org/
As an example see the STAR articles:
A Facial Rigging Survey
Veronica Orvalho
, Pedro Bastos, Bruno Oliveira and Xenxo Alvarez
Proceedings of the 
33rd Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer
Graphics – 
EUROGRAPHICS 2012
, Vol. 32, Pp. 10 – 32 | Cagliari, Italy | May 2012
Practice and Theory of Blendshape Facial Model
Lewis, J. P.
; Anjyo, Ken; Rhee, Taehyun; Zhang, Mengjie; Pighin, Fred;

Deng, Zhigang
Proceedings of the 
33rd Annual Conference of the European Association for Computer
Graphics –
EUROGRAPHICS
2014
For 
section 5, see a sample of the content in the PDF presentation sent
through wetransfer to the chairs of the tutorials
Section 6. 3D characters for virtual reality.
In this section, we describe a framework for VR facial MoCap and animation. We start
by presenting the current literature regarding VR facial MoCap tracking and explain the
paradigms raised by the occlusions created in faces by VR headsets. Then, we propose
new methods to solve the aforementioned challenges.
State of the art (just a glimps)

Figure 1  VR hardwarebased setup proposed by Li et al [LTO15] to overcome partial
occlusions issue.
There are already several solutions for markerless realtime automatic facial tracking.
Although, with the arise of VR commercial approaches of consumerlevel HMD's
(Oculus VR 2014), a new issue was raised: the realtime automatic tracking of faces
partially occluded by hardware (i.e. persistent partial occlusions of face) [Sla14]. Current
MoCap approaches do not support persistent partial occlusions presenting error
accumulation [CHZ14].Therefore, due to the absence of VR devices in massmarket,
the occlusion issue remained unsolved. Only in 2015, Hao Li et al. [LTO15] highlighted
this problem and proposed a hardware based tracking solution. Li et al [LTO15] uses an
RGBD camera combined with eight ultrathin strain gauges (flexible metal foil sensors)
placed on the foam liner for surface strain measurements to track upper face

movements, occluded by the HMD (Figure 1). Besides the complexity of usage and
complex calibration with FACS [EF78]., Li et al's [LTO15] work pinpointed drifts and
accuracy decrease due to variations in pressure distribution from HMD placement and
head orientation. As a consequence, the HMD head positioning influences eyebrows'
movement detection.
Example of the content that will be presented at the tutorial.
(We expect to expand in detail each module of the framework and provide written
material to the attendeds)
As explained in the previous section, the partial occlusion of the user’s face during the
usage of VR headsets difficult the MoCap tracking through literature approaches. The
persistent partial occlusion raises two problems: (i) the tracking of features in the bottom
part of the face and (ii) estimation of facial movements in the upper part.

Figure 2 
 Machine learning methods to predict facial movements occluded by VR
headsets.
We start by proposing a capture setup and, then, a method to solve (i). The occlusions’
solution will explain how we can make generic MoCap systems compatible with
persistent partial occlusions. Then, by applying the occlusion method, we are able to
track properly the bottom face's features and use them to generate machine learning
methods that predict upper face facial movements and solve (ii) (see Figure 2). Both
solutions introduced in this tutorial point out a hardwarefree direction in the VR MoCap
tracker’s research that remains unexplored.
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Section 7. How we build the application “the Virtual Mirror“
The image bellow shows the virtual mirror application we have developed. During this

tutorial we will explain step by step how we created the application, including the
algorithms that we have implemented and software and plugins that we have used and
developed.
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